
Evoke a winter romance with rich  
texture and timeless hues 

AUTUMN/WINTER 2022



Misty moors and snow-capped mountains, 
turrets and towers enveloped in fog. Foraging 
for mushrooms and truffles. Briny oysters and 
rugged, windswept coastline. Charcoal and 
ash. Wild, raw beauty, a bracing wind encircling 
an ancient fortress.

Seek luxurious sanctuary in muted hues
of stone grey Rok, Ayrton white and earthy 
Cep, embracing a moody melange that is  
both classic and contemporary.

HIGHLANDER

CEP  I   ROK  I   AYRYON I   TEMPEST 

‘ Timeless and timeworn, a 
passionate embrace inspired by  
a love that will endure the ages.’ 

Leonardo Bistolfi I Sacrifice





BERE  I   BRUN  I   NOX  I   RUSSO 

Burnt butter and rich toffee. Whiskey by  
the fire, smooth and smoky with an amber 
glow. Ochre and slate. Exquisite chocolate in 
gold foil. Lichen, moss and rustling leaves.  
A timeworn patina of rust, stone and ironwork 
disappears into the landscape. 

Bring the outdoors in with relaxed layers,  
offering warmth and comfort and taking 
inspiration from the richhues found in nature 
such as Bere, Russo and Nox. 

RUST & EMBERS





ROSA  I  CEP  I   SABLE  I   MORO I   M ARE

A gentle shifting of seasons. Pink shadows 
move softly across the setting sun. Calm skies, 
dramatic as the darkness of night draws in. 
Foraged berries. A cosy cottage on the edge  
of a forest, a whisper of sea spray and  
crashing waves in the distance. 

Layer sumptuous textures in soft, muted hues 
of Rosa, Floss Cep and Sable with accents of
Mare and Moro for a soothing palette that is 
both grounding and heavenly.

EARTHY DREAMSCAPE



‘An enchanting landscape, a journey through a daydream  
enriched with exquisite detail and imagination.’ 

Eva Jospin’s for Dior at Musée Rodin in Paris.
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